
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: November 15th: 1 Corinthians 12: 21-31A: Some 

Notes 

This is a sort of in-between section, with the punch line in 12:27:  “You are Christ’s body – 

that’s who you are!  Only as you accept your part of that body, does your “part” mean 

anything.” 

Covid has underlined the importance of setting this important statement in context.    

Regulars at the 8 a.m. Communion Service were predominantly elderly – one 30 minutes 

walk away, one needing two buses to get there.  Lifts helped for a time.  Then the 8 a.m. 

option disappeared.  One switched to 10 a.m., by bus.  Two are now not really well enough 

to get to church, even with the offer of a lift.  Are they no longer part of the Body of Christ?   

Certainly not!   It is perfectly possible to be an active part of the Body of  Christ without 

physically attending.   Indeed we have a section of the Intercessions list for just such people.  

When Brian Robins retired as an almost hyperactive Reader at St John’s, he took on an 

intensified prayer ministry.  I’d go further and say that someone whose physical and mental 

health are such that much conventional participation is not possible is still very much part of 

the Church – sometimes the “ministry of suffering”.  

In talking of being “part of the Body”, we need to be reminded from time to time that the 

Body is a great deal bigger than our local C of E congregation: all Christians of all 

denominations everywhere. (And maybe wider than that?) 

One commentator quotes approvingly 

He has no hands but our hands 
To do his work today; 

He has no feet but our feet 
To lead men in his way; 

He has no voice but our voice 
To tell men how he died; 

He has no help but our help 
To led them to his side. 

 

Another commentator says, thankfully this isn’t true.  Your views? 

Paul gives other job lists in Romans 12: 6-8 and Ephesians 4: 11.  The organisers one is 
interesting.  It literally means ships pilots.  Apostles, prophets and teachers are in 
chronological order: the apostles had known the Risen Christ, the prophets took up where 
they left off/died out, the teachers carried on with spelling out the current implications of 
the prophetic message.   Do you see yourself in any of these roles?   Would you add to the 
list? 

A footnote on body parts.  The Roman author Livy had told the story of the other parts of 
the body conspiring against the stomach... only to find that when the stomach got no food, 
they all suffered.   Paul seems to be contrasting external and internal body parts, weaker 



and stronger parts, and normally covered up and often uncovered parts.  The sex parts were 
normally hidden (not by athletes!), but were rather important for the human race.     


